Committee on Natural Resources and Environment

Will meet at: 1:00 p.m. (TBA)(Subject to Rule Suspension)  Date: Wednesday, April 17, 2013

Location: Committee Room 4

Remarks:

HB 16  DIXON  PROPERTY/PUBLIC  Provides for transfer of certain state property in Rapides Parish to the city of Pineville

HB 109  HOWARD  FISHING/RECREATIONAL  Removes possession limits for freshwater recreational fishing on Toledo Bend Reservoir

HB 142  DOVE  FISHING/CRABS  Provides for an exemption from the requirement that crab traps have escape rings

HB 236  LEOPOLD  FISHING/OYSTERS  Increases penalties for certain oyster harvesting violations

HB 246  GISCLAIR  PROPERTY/PUBLIC  Provides for the transfer of certain state property in Lafourche Parish

HB 292  JEFFERSON  PROPERTY/PUBLIC  Provides relative to the transfer of a certain parcel of land from La. Tech University to the city of Ruston

HB 345  GAROFALO  FISHING/OYSTERS  Extends the oyster seed ground vessel permit program

HB 376  BISHOP, STUART (TBA)  WILDLIFE/MGT AREAS  Provides for fees to be charged for mooring access in the Atchafalaya Delta WMA and creates the Atchafalaya Delta WMA Mooring account in the Conservation Fund (Subject to Rule Suspension)

HB 378  Leger  FISHING/LICENSES  Increases certain fees related to the charter boat fishing industry

Approval of meeting minutes from the 2012 Regular Session: March 21, March 28, April 4, April 11, April 18, April 25, May 2, May 9, May 16, May 22, and May 30
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CHAIRMAN